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Outline

– Gerber Childrenswear LLC – TTAB
– B & B Hardware – Supreme Court – issue

preclusion
– Hana v. Hana – Supreme Court – tacking standard
– Lexmark/Hershey – Supreme Court – standing in

false advertising claims/First Amendment issue
– In re Tam – TTAB/CAFC – Constitutionality of 2(a)

and disparaging marks bar



Onesies®

• Jumpin’ Jammerz LLC v. Gerber Childrenswear LLC –
Cancellation No. 92038607.  Filed Feb. 3, 2014
– http://ttabvue.uspto.gov/ttabvue/v?pno=92058607&pty=CAN

• Seeking to cancel various registrations containing the
ONESIES® mark.



Onesies®

• Seeking to cancel various registrations containing the
ONESIES® mark.
– Grounds: Genericness



Onesies®

• Six (6) paragraph petition claiming that “onesies” “is and has
been in widespread use in the clothing field (for toddlers,
children, and adults) for many years and has been used by
many third-parties and consumers as the generic name for
one-piece garments, with or without feet.”
– See ¶ 4 of the Petition

• Genericness is an exception to incontestability, so a
registration is always open to a genericness attack
– See Lanham Act Sections 14 and 15 (15 U.S.C. §§ 1064-65).





Onesies®

• Recent precedential TTAB proceeding re. genericness:
• Frito-Lay North America, Inc. v. Princeton Vanguard, LLC, 109 USPQ2d 1949

(TTAB 2014) [precedential]
– “PRETZEL CRISPS” (with “pretzel” disclaimed) found generic for “pretzel crackers.”

• “There is a two-part test used to determine whether a designation is
generic: (1) what is the genus of goods at issue? and (2) does the relevant
public understand the designation primarily to refer to that genus of
goods? H. Marvin Ginn Corp. v. Int’l Assn. of Fire Chiefs, Inc., 782 F.2d 987,
990, 228 USPQ 528, 530 (Fed. Cir. 1986). The public’s perception is the
primary consideration in determining whether a term is generic. Loglan
Inst. Inc. v. Logical Language Group Inc., 902 F.2d 1038, 22 USPQ2d 1531,
1533 (Fed. Cir. 1992).”



B&B Hardware v. Hargis Industries

• B&B Hardware, Inc. v. Hargis Industries, Inc., No. 13-352, 575 U.S.
____, 2015 U.S. LEXIS 2219 (March 24, 2015)

• Does a TTAB finding of LoC preclude a subsequent district court
from finding otherwise?

• B&B – 1993 – SEALTIGHT registered - threaded or unthreaded metal
fasteners and other related hardwar[e]; namely, self-sealing nuts,
bolts, screws, rivets and washers, all having a captive o-ring, for use
in the aerospace industry

• Hargis – 1996 – SEALTITE application - self-piercing and self-drilling
metal screws for use in the manufacture of metal and post-frame
buildings



B&B Hardware v. Hargis Industries

• Concurrent proceedings – TTAB was handling an opposition
proceeding, then B&B sued Hargis in district court for
infringement.

• TTAB decision favorable to B&B came out during district
court case – Opposition sustained, so no registration for
Hargis.

• In district court, B&B moved for summary judgment;
district court denied it and sent case to jury, who found no
likelihood of confusion.

• B&B appealed to 8th Circuit, but 8th Circuit affirmed, holding
no preclusion because TTAB used different LoC factors than
8th Circuit, and, TTAB did not analyze how marks were used
in the marketplace.



B&B Hardware v. Hargis Industries

• Supreme Court: Reverses and Remands
– Federal agency decisions can have preclusive effect.
– No Congressional/Lanham Act evidence that issue

preclusion should not be used in this case.
– Some trademark registration decisions may meet the

standard issue preclusion elements:
• We agree with Professor McCarthy that issue preclusion

applies where "the issues in the two cases are indeed
identical and the other rules of collateral estoppel are
carefully observed." 6 McCarthy §32:99, at 32-244; see also
3 Gilson §11.08[4][i][iii][B], p. 11-319 ("Ultimately, Board
decisions on likelihood of confusion . . . should be given
preclusive effect on a case-by-case basis").



B&B Hardware v. Hargis Industries

• Implications?
– Increased importance on TTAB practice.
– Increased importance on appealing TTAB decisions to avoid unwanted

preclusion. See 15 U.S.C. 1071.
– Eleventh Circuit case no longer good law?:

• Freedom Sav. & Loan Ass’n v. Way, 757 F.2d 1176 (11th Cir. 1985)
– “Fifth and Eleventh Circuit precedent establishes that the findings of the TTAB

will control in a subsequent infringement suit unless the contrary is
established by evidence that, in character and amount, carries "thorough
conviction.“(citations omitted). This standard of proof arises out of respect for
the expertise of the TTAB.”

– District Court:  “The TTAB came to the opposite conclusion on [the issue of
likelihood of confusion].... The TTAB decision is "entitled to the most
respectful consideration," but does not collaterally estop relitigation of this
issue. Carling Brewing Co., Inc. v. Phillip [Philip ] Morris, Inc., 277 F.Supp. 326,
333 (N.D.Ga.1967). While the Court has considered the TTAB's decision, it is
still unpersuaded that there is a likelihood of confusion, especially when
measured by the seven criteria used in this Circuit.”

– Deference, but no strict preclusion.



Hana Financial v. Hana Bank
• Hana Financial, Inc. v. Hana Bank, et al., 135 S. Ct.

907; 2015 U.S. LEXIS 754 (January 21, 2015)
• Tacking issue – whether earlier use of marks may

be tacked for purpose of priority in an
infringement action.

• The marks must be legal equivalents of each
other and create the same, continuing
commercial impression.

• District Court, Ninth Circuit, and Supreme Court
all found that tacking is a fact-sensitive
determination best decided by a jury.



Hana Financial v. Hana Bank

• Supreme Court said that tacking “relies upon
an ordinary consumer’s understanding of the
impression that a mark conveys,” which “falls
comfortably within the ken of a jury.”

• But, a judge can still determine tacking in
certain instances, such as summary judgment.



Hana Financial v. Hana Bank
• Implications beyond tacking?  Circuit split over LoC standard –

jury/fact or law/court?
• 11th Circuit – LoC is question of fact subject to clearly erroneous

standard of review.
– Wesco Mfg., Inc. v. Tropical Attractions of Palm Beach, Inc.,  833 F2d

1484 (11th Cir. 1987); PODS Enters. v. U-Haul Int'l, Inc., 2015 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 29849 (M.D. Fla. Mar. 10, 2015) (citing Hana).

• But – Federal Circuit treats LoC as question of law to be decided by
a judge.
– Coach Services, Inc. v. Triumph Learning LLC, 668 F.3d 1356 (Fed Cir.

2012)
• 2nd and 6th Circuits treat LoC as mixed question of fact and law.

– Leelanau Wine Cellars, Ltd. v. Black & Red, Inc., 502 F.3d 504, 515 (6th
Cir. 2007); Star Indust., Inc. v. Bacardi & Co. Ltd., 412 F.3d 373, 384 (2d
Cir. 2005)



Hershey v. Friends of Hershey
• Analyzes Supreme Court’s instruction re. Section

1125(a), namely false advertising and false association
claims.

• Lexmark Int’l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc.,
134 S. Ct. 1377 (2014).
– A false advertising (not association) claim requires that the

plaintiff be within the “zone of interests” protected by the
law invoked; and, the plaintiff must allege an injury to a
commercial interest in reputation or sales.

– (False association claims do not require such an
allegation.)

– This is a standing issue.



Hershey v. Friends of Hershey



Hershey v. Friends of Hershey



Hershey v. Friends of Hershey



Hershey v. Friends of Hershey



Hershey v. Friends of Hershey
We reject UWSANY's further contention that its use of United's Mark is protected by the First
Amendment. UWSANY is not using the phrase "United We Stand America" for an expressive purpose
such as commentary, comedy, parody, news reporting or criticism, see L.L. Bean, 811 F.2d at 32;
Yankee Publishing, 809 F. Supp. at 276, but instead as a means to associate itself with the political
movement that sponsored the Ross Perot campaign.

In other words, it is using the slogan as a mark, and using it to suggest the same source identification
as plaintiffs. This is precisely the use that is reserved by the Lanham Act to the owner of the mark.
Even assuming that UWSANY might communicate its political message more effectively by
appropriating United's Mark, such appropriation would cause significant consumer confusion. n4 It is
not protected by the First Amendment. See San Francisco Arts & Athletics, Inc. v. United States
Olympic Committee, 483 U.S. 522, 541 & n.19, 107 S. Ct. 2971, 2983 & n.19, 97 L. Ed. 2d 427 (1987).

To allow UWSANY to use United's Mark would not only cause confusion, but would permit it to
"'appropriate to itself the harvest of those who have sown.'" Id. at 541, 107 S. Ct. at 2983 (quoting
International News Service v. Associated Press, 248 U.S. 215, 239-40, 39 S. Ct. 68, 72, 63 L. Ed. 211
(1918)).

United We Stand Am., Inc. v. United We Stand, Am. N.Y., Inc., 128 F.3d 86, 93 (2d Cir. 1997)



In re Tam – Appeal No. 2014-1203 (Fed. Cir. 2015)



In re Tam
• TTAB affirmed refusal to register “THE SLANTS” for “entertainment

in the nature of live performances by a musical band.”
• Typical 2(a) refusal – mark would be disparaging to a substantial

composite of the referenced group.
– First Amendment  “analysis”:  Government isn’t telling the band they can’t use

the mark; just no registration.

• To some, “slant” is a disparaging term for those of Asian
descent.

• Band members are of Asian descent.
• Album titles include “The Yellow Album,” which the band admits

is “tongue in cheek.”

• April 20, 2015 – CAFC affirms, BUT…



In re Tam
• Judge Moore’s 23 pages of “additional views” raise Constitutionality

issues:

• “We have yet to be presented with any substantial
government interests that would justify the PTO's
refusal to register disparaging marks. Without this,
Section 2(a) cannot satisfy the Central Hudson test. It
is time to revisit the holding in McGinley in light of
subsequent developments in the law and the
trademark registration funding regime.”



In re Tam

• April 25, 2015:



In re Tam
• Now what?



Thank You!
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